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EDITORIAL by Richard Barnes

“Market Education,
the key to a bright future…”
Whenever I pass by a consumer electronics store, I always make a point of dropping in and
asking innocent questions about the different kinds of flat panel TVs on show. I don’t
remember one time that I ever was given the same story, and on numerous occasions, sales
people gave me banter that was just plain wrong. They do it with such a serious look on
their faces each time that if one was to go into just one store, it would be possible to believe
them. The problem is that most people shop around for TVs, and as they hear numerous tall
tales about “how to choose”, they will generally buy either the cheapest in the category
(believing they’re all the same), or through simple brand loyalty.
Everyone I have spoken to that has been shopping for a TV recently tells me the same story.
They are confused and find it very difficult, if not impossible, to make a logical decision. One
friend, an industry professional, told me of an acquaintance who was happy to have
bought a new plasma TV… “Come and look at my new Plasma”, the man said, smiling
broadly. When my friend entered the room, he had to inform his friend that it wasn’t a
plasma TV, but a projection TV… albeit a very nice one. The salesman had actually sold it
as a plasma set. While this is an extreme example, it is evidence that we desperately need
to educate the market, on all levels.

This Special Report, commissioned by Sony’s TVOE team, has just that goal. Concentrating
on the TV categories that will be at the heart of Sony’s main marketing thrust in months to
come – 40” Bravia LCD and 50” Troy 3LCD – we aim to demystify not only the technologies,
but also to explain how to best serve the customer through giving the true facts about
current TV technologies. We sincerely hope it will be an indispensable reference work for
anyone involved in TV sales.

Richard Barnes
Editor in Chief - Cleverdis
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INTRODUCTION by Andreas Ditter

“It’s what’s beyond
the window that counts!”
Sony is today a consumer electronics company that is involved in all fields of electronics,
content creation and content distribution. What this means is that we have pictures and
production studios, distribution networks, content creation devices – like high definition
camcorders (for professional recording as well as consumer camcorders), and when it
comes to the creation of that content, we put as much knowledge and passion into
making these great images visible in the best way possible by the end consumer.
This is what gives us credibility. When we talk about High Definition, we’re not just talking
about High Definition screens… these are just screens with a lot of pixels.
We also know how a high definition movie is shot, as we are involved in its creation. If you
know how a director intended to make a scene, then when it comes to reproducing that
scene, you have a big advantage over someone who doesn’t know how to produce it.
It’s about understanding how and why the picture is made in order to reproduce it in the
truest way possible. I think this is what it’s all about.
It’s not just about owning a facility to make a panel, because although it is clearly very
important, the panel is just the “window”. What is important is making what’s beyond the
window look good!

Andreas Ditter
Director, TV Marketing Europe Sony
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The Evolving TV Market in Europe

Industry pundits agree that there are 3 main forces
driving the changes in the world TV market at the
moment:
• The availability of large flat panel displays at
descending price points
• The switch from analogue to digital
• The introduction of HDTV

THE ONSET OF LCD, PDP AND NEW REAR
PROJECTION TECHNOLOGIES
How this is changing the face of the Market
Both LCDs and PDPs are now available in very large sizes.
At the time of writing, we have seen PDPs with 102” diagonal, while 71” PDPs are commercially available, although
expensive. LCDs have been shown at up to 82”, while 65”
displays are in the market in some parts of the world.
Furthermore, 50” – 60” Rear projection TVs based on
microdisplays 3LCD are priced at levels that make them
accessible to many people.

LCD will Dominate
According to Bob Raikes of TV Market Analysts “Meko”,
LCD TV will be the biggest selling flat panel technology in
Europe in the future, partly because of the wide range of
sizes that use the technology. PDP, in contrast will only be
strong in the TV market in the size range of 50” and above
in the near future.
The analysis is easy, coming down to two main
factors. On the one hand, plasma manufacturers only
make plasma for TVs and professional displays of sizes
generally ranging from around 40” to 60”. They’re not
used for anything else, meaning the number produced
each year depends entirely on the sale of TVs of this size.
In other words we are talking about around a few million
units in 2005.
On the other hand, LCD technology is becoming omnipresent in our daily lives, with panels of all sizes all around
us – in the car, in every room of the home… even in hotel
lifts. The overall market for LCD panels is estimated at
somewhere around billion units. Consequently, research
and development and economies of scale correspond in
their enormity. We have arrived at generation 7 factories
for LCD, meaning the size of the glass area allows for
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greater efficiencies, as 8 x 40 inch LCD TV screens can be
cut from the same substrate. Sony’s new LCD manufacturing joint-venture – S-LCD – is the most modern and efficient plant in the world at the time of writing.

Projection TV
Meantime, the development of what’s known as “MicroDisplays” has also entered a boom period. These are the
tiny displays at the heart of modern front and rear projection devices, also to be found in such places as in the
viewfinder of video cameras and even in “virtual reality”
near-eye displays.
The latest generation of LCD micro-displays enables
breathtakingly crisp high definition images to be created.
When used at the heart of a Rear-Projection TV, micro-displays enable the creation of large-size high definition
images, while other advances in lenses and assembly
techniques means projection TVs are no longer the big
ugly boxes they used to be. In the past, many industry
experts had conjectured that projection TV couldn’t work
in Europe because rooms here were much smaller than in
the US. As it turns out, many people buying projection TVs
in the USA used them in rooms that were no bigger than
the average European living room.
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The difference came more from the fact that Europeans
simply didn’t care to have a big black box in their living
room. According to Raikes,“One of the disadvantages of
these great new digital display technologies is that they
are very precise and “analytical”. This can mean that
they look fantastic when driven with a digital HD signal or
from a good source such as a DVD, but when they are
displaying an analogue broadcast signal, they show all
the faults in the signal in a way that was masked by the
older analogue CRT technology.”

Europe Moves to Digital
Here in Europe, there has been an ongoing vicious circle
slowing the onset of Digital terrestrial TV, and especially
HDTV. While many European consumers can receive digital transmissions by satellite, cable or in some cases by terrestrial broadcasting, the vast majority do not use digital
technologies.
Now however, the UK has seen good penetration of ‘freeto-air’ digital broadcasting and Berlin has totally switched
to digital (only a tiny market), but most of the rest of
Europe is not there yet. It looks like in many cases,“all digital” will not be before 2010. However in France, which started digital terrestrial broadcasting in March 2005, set top
box sales and digital adoption is happening rapidly. Italy
is a fast mover and hopes to have 100% coverage with
digital TV by the end of 2006. Don’t forget we’re talking
about terrestrial services here… not cable or satellite,
which in most cases are now already digital.

HDTV in Europe
HDTV, as it is dependent on digital signals, will in some
cases follow the market, while in other cases, it will
actually drive buyers to subscribe to digital services. As
potential buyers see more and more HD images on TVs in
the stores, they will be consequently increasingly attracted to buy HD Ready equipment and ensuring they have

HD sources. As mentioned above, there has been a
vicious circle in the past. People have not bought HDTVs
because no channels were broadcasting in HDTV.
Broadcasters have not been broadcasting in HDTV
because not only did viewers not have HDTVs, there were
also no programmes available, and equipment was
expensive. All these factors are changing at the same
time.
The prime mover is the fact that HD Ready TVs will soon
become the norm, and in a couple of years, channels not
broadcasting in HD will be like those continuing to broadcast in black and white after the colour change-over.

LCD Overtakes
Plasma in 37” Television Segment
42” Plasma Set
to Come Under Pressure…
Pacific Media Associates (PMA) report that in May 2005, 37” LCD
televisions for the first time captured 51 percent share of the market
segment that also includes 37” HD PDP and 37” EDTV PDP products.
May was not a fluke, as 37” LCD increased its share further in June
2005, taking 57 percent of the segment. The increases in market
share have been driven by a drop in average street price for 37”
LCD televisions, placing these products on a virtually equal price
footing with 37” HD PDP products. Average prices for 37” LCD hit a
low in June 2005, down about 25% from March 2005.
Which technology will win the race?
According to PMA,
“LCD-technology flat panel TV’s have replaced plasma-technology
TV’s in the 32” segment and are on their way to doing the same in
the 37” segment. This should make market watchers and plasma
manufacturers worry that the 42” segment is also vulnerable. Once
the giant LCD fabrication facilities in Asia reach full capacity and
can produce 42” glass panels considerably more cheaply and in
much greater quantity than today, we expect a huge battle
between LCD and plasma.”

www.pacificmediaassociates.com
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The Specifics of
the HDTV Market in Europe
It’s important, whether buying or selling HD Ready TV’s,
to understand the importance of HDTV as a market driver.
We therefore decided to speak with Bob Raikes, President

of the Research organisation Meko, for his outlook on
the sector
Cleverdis: What are the main factors affecting the market?
Bob Raikes: There are 3 factors – content, delivery
mechanism, and display. If you look back at the history
of HDTV in Europe, the first Eureka projects for HD were
killed by the fact that displays of sufficient quality
didn’t exist at reasonable prices, so the whole
momentum stopped.
Although there were mechanisms for making the
content and broadcast mechanisms, you couldn’t
see the content at the end. But that barrier has disappeared over the past couple of years. I have forecast
sales of 8-million HD Ready sets by the year 2007, from
less than 4-million this year. There will be a plethora of
low-cost high definition sets. But that is not an issue,
because the rest of the world is doing it and we are
tagging along on their coat tails. Nor is the content
provision a real issue, because the content market is a
world market. If programme producers want to sell
into markets that have adopted HD content, they’ll
have to produce HD programmes. The stumbling
block for the moment is the “bit in the middle” – the
actual distribution of HD.
There, the critical thing will be the business model for
broadcasters to be able to make money from HD.
While in some countries, premium satellite broadcasters have the charging mechanisms to cover costs
and have a real business case for running HD
channels (eds: i.e. Germany, France, UK), in many parts
of Europe, that is not yet the case.

Cl: So what will drive the HD market?
BR: Broadcasters will not be the only source of
content. HD content will be available from mass
storage media such as Blu-Ray and gaming will also

Source: MEKO
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be a major driver. In addition, in the USA, there has
been a clear message from broadcasters that the
viewers, once they have HD, will follow the HD
channels. They don’t like going back!
As the people with HD are generally higher income
earners, these tend to be the people the advertisers
want to attract. So the channels are forced to move
over to HD through viewer demand. People will be dissatisfied with content if it’s not in HD and that’s going
to force the move to happen.

Cl: How important are retailers in the overall push
towards HD?
BR: Retailers seem not to be ready at this point. This is
because most set makers have been concentrating
more on the switch to digital TV than on HDTV, and
even with that, retailers are having difficulties trying to
explain to the public why they should switch to digital.
A lot of work is needed to generate buzz and get
things moving. I think there will be real opportunities
however for retailers who do get into it. I think consumers will want it, and if retailers are interested in
gaining premium clients, a good way will be
through offering HD, and helping customers
understand the issues. I think there are good
opportunities for particular retailers to differentiate
by being “good for HD”.
The experience from the US has been that it can be
quite complicated. It’s not just a question of getting a
set. You have to make sure everything works, right
down to making sure all the interfaces are working
properly. Certainly, US retailers have found a considerable business in genuinely adding value in installation
and services. There could really be some great
opportunities here for retailers.

Cl: Given the way the market is veering towards HDTV, do
you therefore feel that retailers are doing a disservice to
customers if they propose standard or enhanced definition sets today?
BR: Absolutely. Retailers need to understand that digital displays are not all the same and only some of
them are genuinely HD Ready. We think there is going
to be a bit of a backlash in the US for example where
retailers haven’t told people. They’ve bought big
plasmas assuming they are HD, but they’re not.
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SONY

A Keystone in TV Market History

The beginnings:

Founded in Tokyo in
1946, Sony was the brainchild of two men. Masaru Ibuka,
an Engineer and Akio Morita, a Physicist, invested the
equivalent of Yen 190,000 to start a company with 20
employees repairing electrical equipment and attempting to build their own products. The success story started
in 1954 when Tokyo Tsushin Kogyo K.K., or Tokyo
Telecommunications Engineering Corporation, as the
company was named, won a license to make transistors.
The transistor had been invented in America but it had
not been applied to radios, which were valve driven
appliances. In May 1954, Sony launched Japan's first transistor and the first all-transistor radio the following year.
Since then few companies have matched Sony's track
record for invention and innovation. Significant developments include the first Trinitron Colour Television in 1968,
the colour video-cassette in 1971, the Betamax VCR in
1975, the Walkman in 1979, the 3.5 inch micro floppy disk
in 1989, an electronic camera in 1981, the world's first CD
player in 1982, and the first consumer camcorder in 1983,
8mm video in 1988, the first digital VTR in 1985 and so on,
through to the present day.
First TRINITRON - 1968

World first transistor TV - 1954

TV and Video Technologies – at The Heart
of Sony’s Core Competencies
Sony TRINITRON – an industry legend: Sony launched the
Trinitron colour TV in October 1968. In the following years,
worldwide demand for the sets exploded and Sony built
several production plants for colour TVs and cathode ray
tubes (CRTs).
EMMY AWARD: As Sony was preparing to establish a new
plant overseas in 1973, wonderful news came. Sony's
Trinitron was selected for an Emmy Award. The Emmy
Award is to the TV industry what the Academy Award is to
the motion picture industry — the highest of all honours.
The award is presented by the National Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences to acknowledge television's
best programs, actors, producers and TV stations as well

as ground-breaking technology for broadcast hardware systems. The Trinitron was the
world's first TV receiver to be awarded an
Emmy. At the award ceremony broadcast
nationwide in the US, Sony’s Mr Ibuka
received the golden Emmy with a feeling
of great joy and nervousness at the realization of the
award's importance. Since then, and for more than 20
years, Trinitron technology — represented by a single-gun,
three-beam aperture grille and a cylindrical flat panel —
has continued to maintain a leading technological
edge. As a core Sony technology, Trinitron sustained the
company's growth in AV industries worldwide throughout
the 70’s, 80’s and 90’s.
In June 1994, a quarter of a century after the first Trinitron
CRT was developed, the demand for Trinitron CRTs spread
beyond home-use to applications in the broadcast and
computer industries. Following construction of colour TV
plants, Sony built CRT production sites in Japan, the US,
Europe and Asia.
By the beginning of 1995, Sony had become the world's
number one supplier of colour televisions. The popularity
of PCs for home-use had by then increased drastically,
resulting in further growth in the computer display market.
Meanwhile, the broadcast environment changed
radically, as satellite transmissions became widespread in
some markets and analogue high definition TV became
commonplace in Japan.
Sony introduced a new home-use television in Japan in
October 1995. Known as PowerWide, this TV was capable
of displaying three different sources simultaneously,
including high definition television, and of serving as a PC
display. The PowerWide TV is a wide-screen, 16 by 9 ratio
monitor for the emerging multimedia age. The Trinitron
CRT made it possible for the PowerWide product to
display high definition images even in the corner of the
screen.
As user demands call for even higher resolution displays,
Trinitron technology continues to evolve. When thinking
about Trinitron's contributions over the years, Morita often
said, “The Trinitron is the most important asset after the
'S*O*N*Y' brand name.”
In the past ten years, Sony Trinitron Wega TV’s have continued to be a stalwart of the market, regarded as the best
CRT TV available.
August 2005
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SONY, NO STRANGER
TO HIGH-DEFINITION IMAGES
Sony did not stop its development efforts with the GDM.
The engineers aspired to create a Trinitron CRT with the
world's highest display capacity, and the result was a
masterpiece. In May 1988, Sony introduced a super
high-resolution Data Display Monitor (DDM). It featured a
20-inch by 20-inch screen and 2,048 by 2,048 lines, and it
was capable of full colour reproduction. The DDM boasted twice the capacity of conventional displays then
available for computer graphics and CAD/CAM-use, and
it could display over 40,000 characters.
The DDM was chosen by the US Federal Aviation Authority
for use in their AAS (Advanced Automation System)
next-generation air traffic control system. The AAS analyzes and manages information on aviation systems
throughout the US.
Thus, components used in the AAS must be highly sophisticated and extremely reliable. It was a milestone for
Trinitron to be selected for such an important professional
application.
Trinitron technology also played a key role when NHK
(Japan) launched development efforts for what it then
called the next generation broadcasting system or high
definition television. This new system was designed to
process over four times the volume of information that
conventional TV systems handle, by incorporating 1,125
scanning lines on the screen.
In April 1981, Sony announced its High Definition Video
System (HDVS), the industry's first high definition system
incorporating a monitor, camera and VTR. Three years
later, when HDVS was launched, it received rave reviews:
“It's like seeing a glossy colour photograph”, and “The
scenery shown on the screen is so real that it's like one is
looking out a window.”
Broadcasting professionals, film and program makers
throughout the world were very impressed with this
technology. The image quality was so high that it could
even be used to appraise fine arts such as paintings, and
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antique drawings. Sony went on to become the first company to commercialize the High Definition Video System
(HDVS) in 1985.
In May 1989, the Advanced Video Technology Center
(AVTC), the development base for HDTV in the United
States, was established in San Jose, California. At the opening ceremony, Morita said,“We believe it is necessary to
develop products locally in order to meet the needs and
requirements of the local market. Also, if we could transfer
local specialties such as digital technologies from the
United Kingdom, or graphics and special effects technologies from the United States to other regions, we would
realize a global synergy in R&D.”

R&D Comes to Europe
For many years, Sony has been conducting technological development abroad for broadcast and industrial
applications. The first such center was Sony Broadcast Ltd.
(SBC), established in the United Kingdom in 1978.
Since then, SBC has been conducting sales and marketing of broadcast equipment, while pursuing broadcast
systems design and R&D projects. The SBC R&D team
successfully developed the first broadcast-use digital
component VTR through a joint development project
with Atsugi-based researchers. However, in the area of
home-use products, Sony did not establish overseas R&D
operations until several years later.
In the 1990s, Sony was still guided by the principles of
conducting product R&D close to markets while fully
utilizing the technological strengths of each region. It also
continued to see the need to establish R&D operations
abroad in order to minimize the effect of exchange rate
fluctuations. Telecommunications infrastructure and software development was more advanced overseas than in
Japan. As Sony expanded from its traditional AV realm
into such areas as computers and telecommunications,
the pursuit of R&D activities overseas became more and
more advantageous. The U.S. also boasted many talented
engineers, particularly in the field of software development, and was a substantial resource base for technology licensing agreements with high-tech companies.
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SONY DESIGN
Sony always strives to manufacture products that fit the
Sony brand image. These products are usually classified
and marketed as the “World's First,” “World's Smallest,”
“World's Biggest,” or “World's Best” products. By the same
token, Sony approaches the design of new products in a
way that nobody else has done before, emphasizing originality and uniqueness. Good examples include the
Walkman, Profeel and Handycam products.

customers. He was concerned that as Sony grew bigger
and its product lineup became more diverse, it might drift
away from its philosophy of consistently developing high
quality, innovative products. On this issue, Ohga was quoted as saying, “A consistent product philosophy is the
basis of Sony's brand image. With it Sony can expand and
globalize, while still maintaining consistency in design over
the long-term. From the customers' point of view, there is
only one Sony.”

Sony and Projection TV
The success of Sony’s marketing indeed partly came from
the combination of product design and advertising
departments more than 30 years ago – to form the
Design Division, run by the man who would go on to
become President, then Chairman and CEO of the company – Norio Ohga.
A simple and functional design was characteristic of Sony
products in the 1970s.

The “monitor look” was introduced in 1980 with the
“Profeel,” or “professional feeling”, colour television. Other
TV manufacturers followed this new design trend. But for
Sony, it was really nothing new. This approach of dispensing with unnecessary features had originally been
applied in the design of the Walkman.
Even after becoming Sony president in 1982, Norio Ohga
paid special attention to the design phase of product
planning. He emphasized that products must be worthy
of the SONY logo — products that would make customers
pleased with their purchases, products they would enjoy,
and products that they would eventually replace with
new Sony products. Ohga insisted that Sony products
must have a certain, extra something that wins over

In 2001, Sony made a new addition to the Trinitron WEGA
television family: the futuristic 50-inch Grand WEGA
television, which uses rear projection LCD technology.
Since that time, Sony has become market leader in
Projection TV in many areas, thanks to its industrial design
and image quality. In 2005, building upon this market
leadership position in the category, Sony Electronics
unveiled four new Grand WEGA high-definition TV models
ranging in size from 42 to 60 inches at the CES show in Las
Vegas. These rear projection micro-displays were designed to deliver the ultimate high-definition experience
with 3LCD technology, which generates natural colour
reproduction, exceptionally bright pictures and amazing
detail. Grand WEGA television sales have led to a
commanding market share versus both DLP and other
3LCD-based products.

Sony Enters Plasma and LCD Markets
When entering the Plasma TV market a few years ago,
Sony had one major concern. As Plasma panels
inherently delivered images that were inferior to CRT, how
could the image be improved upon to make them more
acceptable for the public, and what, in general, would
August 2005
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make these plasma TV’s more attractive for the greater
buying public? Sony first looked at the reasons why
people buy Plasma TVs. In most cases, it is important for
the buyer that the set have a design that is avant garde,
without being “over the top”. To this end, Sony engineers
designed Plasma TVs that have been described by industry professionals as “the Ferrari of plasma TVs” or “Pieces of
Visual Art”. Also, essential to the quality of the picture was
the image processing, sound, and overall packaging as
part of a “Home Cinema Experience”.
Sony’s elegant, floating glass panel design enhances any
living space. Stunning picture enhancement is offered
with the Sony high-resolution image processors. Direct
Digital Circuitry offers natural, rich images from any
source. Amazing picture resolution is assured with Digital
Reality Creation. Movies always look their best with
CineMotion technology. iLINK input provides access of hidef content from D-VHS. Here again, Sony has excelled,
and while other displays sporting the same panel would
just be big wall mounted video displays, carrying highly
disappointing images when taken from standard broadcast signals or DVD, Sony Plasma would become a
breath-taking addition to ones décor, complete with a
totally compatible 5.1 sound system, as could only be
done by Sony.
The same has been true of Sony’s LCD TV range.
According to sources such as www.lcdbuyingguide.com,
“In terms of industrial design the Wega line stands out
above its nearest competition…”
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The Sales Problem
While many sales people understand Sony’s background
and competencies, and how to expound the virtues of
Sony’s “total solution”, more and more retailers today call
upon unskilled staff to present products.
The latter, based on the thin knowledge that the panels
equipping Sony LCD and Plasma sets were not “made by
Sony”, often suggest cheap Korean alternatives, not
aware of the disservice they may be doing their clients by
not giving them the full story. It is thus essential that when
selling “new tech” TV’s, sales people learn the facts and
present them correctly.

The Origin of the Word “Sony”
Combining two words created the company
name “Sony”.
One is the Latin word “sonus,” which is the root of
such words as “sound” and “sonic”.
The other is “sonny boy,” a popular expression
used in Japan at the time to mean a young
person with a free and pioneering spirit. The words
were used to show that “Sony” is a group of young
people who have the energy and passion toward
unlimited creation.
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Why Sony’s HDTV’s
have such an Excellent Image

The DRC-MFv2 Controller Chip Makes High
Definition Video More Real and Refined
The "Digital Reality Creation Multifunction v2 (DRC-MFv2)"
controller chip, has evolved from the original "DRC" video
processing technology that realizes the creation of real
high-definition video.
This technology can project real texture and true highresolution quality of a High Definition (HD) signal transmitted from a broadcaster or from video captured on a high
definition video camera. DRC-MFv2 realizes the creation
of extended definition video in a higher resolution quality.

re-creates HDTV signal to higher quality video with gloss,
textures and depth perception like real subject. This technology is based on Sony's unique algorithm calculates
the optimal video output based upon the received video
signal.
This exclusive image-processing technology will be
integrated into future models of Sony's BRAVIA HD Ready
series, making it possible for users to view and experience
the vast potential of the high-definition era.

Background
"DRC" was developed in 1997 as a technology that changed a standard television signal format to a high-definition signal format, based on the concept of establishing
a higher definition signal format from scratch. The foundation of this technology was based upon a goal to create
a detailed video signal that reproduces high-resolution
video through LSI processing. It was achieved by optimizing the correlating characteristics of standard television
signal and high-definition signal.
By creating a real 4x dense signal that contained twice
the amount of vertical and horizontal information found
on a standard television signal, DRC realized the creation
of truly high-resolution video with real textures.
The new "DRC-MFv2" video processing technology takes
the pursuit of a reality in HD era to another level. It not
only re-creates standard TV signal or various HD format
signals to the full HDTV (H1902 x V1080) quality, but it also

“DRC-MFv2” technology also realizes “Creation View” function that
enables viewers to enlarge their favorite part of the video image,
without losing the quality. Creating a maximum of 36 pixels for each 1
original pixel from the source signal, the DRC-MFv2 technology
enables up to 3x3 high-quality zoom possible. Moreover, viewers can
pan, tilt and select video images on TV from their viewpoint, just as if
they were the camera person.
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ALL ABOUT SONY’S “BRAVIA” 40” LCD

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TODAY.
AND TOMORROW.
Sony’s “W”, “S” and “V”” Series High Definition Digital LCD
TVs are reliable, super-slim TVs with crystal clear pictures
and highly defined digital sound.
These are versatile, technically advanced digital TVs that
have been designed to make the most of today’s technology. And for tomorrow's technology, when the digital
switchover begins in the UK in 2007 or when Sky begin
broadcasting in High Definition from early next year, these
TVs will be ready for it. They are quite simply televisions like
no other.

Take a look into the future
Stunningly convincing pictures that contain five times
more information than conventional analogue TVs.
Integrated Digital Tuners that offer viewers more choice,
and LCDs that offer the opportunity to watch a bigger
screen.
• Built-in Digital Tuners
• Ready for the Digital Switchover
• Ready for High Definition broadcasts
The new Sony “W”,“S” and “V” Series TVs. Think of them as
televisions with the future built-in.

V Series
Cosmetically stylish and compact these TV’s benefit from Sony’s award-winning High Resolution image processing. A system specifically designed for Sony Flat Panel Televisions. It provides more natural colour, sharper detail
and superb clarity. A truly realistic picture from an integrated digital tuner, add Dolby Virtual ProLogic II sound
capabilities and the ability to receive High Definition broadcasts and you have an unbelievable TV, unbelievably
available today.

KDL-V40A12U
• 40” Widescreen LCD
• High Definition Ready
• Integrated Digital tuner
• W-XGA panel 1366 x 768
• High Resolution Image Processors
(Picture Enhancement System)
• 8-Day EPG
• 170° viewing angle
• Virtual Dolby ProLogic II
• 3 x SCART (RGB)
• HDMI Input
• Component Input
• Swivel base
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COLOUR LIKE NO OTHER

S Series

> Slim > Compact > Brighter

Slim compact TVs that feature brighter clearer pictures
with a 3D Comb Filter, integrated digital “Freeview” tuner*
as well as PC input capability.

KDL-S40A12U
• 40" Widescreen LCD
• High Definition Ready
• Integrated Digital tuner
• W-XGA panel 1366 x 768
• 170° viewing angle
• Virtual Dolby & BBE Sound
• 3D Comb filter

• Built in AC power
• 2 x SCART (RGB)
• PC Input
• Component Input
• HDMI Input
• VESA Compatible

W Series
The “W” Series is Sony’s “Step-Up” model. The W Series brings outstanding image clarity to stunning large HD ready flat panel TVs.
Outstanding image clarity is achieved through the powerful WEGA
Engine™ picture processing technology from Sony, and all models
are equipped with the HDMI interface, offering an ‘HD ready’ solution for the future. The HDMI interface allows the W Series to
connect between numerous digital and high definition sources and
also supports both uncompressed high definition video and digital
audio through its single cable.
Complementing the breathtaking picture quality, the Sony W Series delivers a whole new listening experience
through the built in S-Master™ digital amplifier. This is the first fully integrated speaker system with subwoofer to be
combined with a flat panel television. Exclusive to Sony, the S-Master 2.1ch 100 watt audio system has been developed to provide the optimum sound output. It operates an interference free audio signal to produce a crisp, authentic and unparalleled sound.
The W Series range also features a new floating design, which provides a stylish appearance and contemporary look
to the largest flat panel screens from Sony, enabling them to effortlessly enhance any surrounding. The W Series flat
panel screens will be available from Summer 2005. Digital models will be available for the UK market.
• ERP: 4999 Eur (40”)

• HDMi Connectivity

• Features: 40” WXGA LCD (1366 x 768)

• HD Ready

• New Floating design

• S-Master 2.1 amplifier with 100W sound

• High Definition Image Processing

and built-in subwoofer.
August 2005
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Key Selling Points
& Customers Benefits

The new Sony 40 inch LCD TVs are the fruit of the company’s new LCD joint venture production facility – wherein the massive size of the substrates being produced
results in excellent efficiency for the 40” panel. Sony, along
with Samsung, will therefore be concentrating on
standardising this size for the future.

Gen 7 Fab – Best Efficiency in the Market
Gen 7 is 1870 x 2200 mm – translating to 8 x 40” panels.
Gen 7 is 52% larger than Gen 6. Okay, so it’s bigger, so
what does this mean?
On a per-panel basis, on average it has about 65-85%
higher investment efficiency than Gen 6, meaning if you
look at what a Gen 7 costs the manufacturer versus what
a Gen 6 costs, and you look at the productivity from the
mother glass, Gen 7 is a better investment. S-LCD’s aim is
to standardize, working in cooperation with Sony’s partner, Samsung, the 40” class LCD television for the future.

TERMINOLOGY
PVA Technology
Patterned-ITO Vertical Alignment is a proprietary technology for achieving a wide viewing-angle. The liquid crystal
molecules are originally aligned at 90 degrees vertically
to the electrodes. The passage of an electric field
deflects the liquid crystal molecules off-vertical, producing the required image. Similar to the multi-domain vertical alignment (VA), the liquid crystals are controlled by
separating unit pixels into four domains.

S-PVA Technology
Super PVA is an upgraded PVA liquid crystal cell technology. The cell architecture accommodates eight, rather
than the conventional four crystals, so that the liquid crystal molecules can be controlled in eight different directions and angles. This capability greatly enhances the
side viewing-angle of the LCD screen.

Value-added of S-PVA technology
Super Patterned-ITO Vertical Alignment (S-PVA) technology is used to achieve extra-wide viewing angles. In
addition, the product boasts a low-dispersion colour filter
and ultra high aperture ratio, achieving a contrast ratio of
at least 1200:1 and brightness of 600nit (cd/m2). The number one advantage of S-PVA TFT over other TFT wide viewing angle technologies is contrast ratio. According to SLCD, this technology achieves greater than 1000:1
contrast ratio as opposed to 600:1 for the best of other
technologies.
It is also claimed that black levels are better - less than 0.5
nit. There’s also less off-axis colour-shift when one is looking
left and right. In conjunction with DCC (dynamic capacitance compensation), there is also improved dynamic
contrast ratio: better than 2000:1 with S-PVA.
Response times are at 8ms or faster, providing clear
moving picture images. A high-colour-saturation backlight raises colour saturation to 92% to produce a premium image quality.
S-PVA technology eliminates distortion from all angles
and offers up to 180-degree viewing angle. With these
new panels panel, S-LCD claim the world’s best performance in terms of contrast ratio, viewing angle and
colour saturation.
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S-PVA DCC-II Technology
Speed up the Liquid Crystal Movement
by Pre-tilt and Overshoot
1/ Pre-tilt

2 / Overshoot
(high-speed)

Liquid
Crystal
Molecule

Overall speed of moving the liquid crystal
increases by the combination
of pre-tilt and overshoot
> Source: Home Electronics Marketing Europe for Sony
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KEY MESSAGE

Source: TVOE

Don’t compromise... On Picture Size
40”

29”
4x3
w-59cm

>>>>>>
Size-Up

h-50cm

h-44cm

44 cm

50 cm

16x9
w-89cm

The logical consequence if you own a 29” CRT
is to upgrade your screen to 40” LCD:
• More height > consumption when in corner
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ALL ABOUT SONY 50” 3LCD

NEW

BRAVIA 3LCD FLAT DISPLAY
• Higher Detail = 2,7 Megapixel
• Brighter Picture
• Natural Colour
• Cost effective large size TV
• High picture quality
• No colour breaking
• Deeper Black
• HD Ready (HDMI input)
• Digital Tuner (UK)
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ALL ABOUT 3LCD

3LCD Technology Dominates Worldwide:
Featured in more than 250 products comprising more
than nine million projection engines globally, 3LCD technology is the world's most popular microdisplay technology. 3LCD technology also serves as the foundation for
the next generation of high definition products for consumers and professionals.
So what’s different about 3LCD? According to the 3LCD
group, “using three projection panels Instead of one,
3LCD delivers brilliant pictures with natural image quality,
Razor-Sharp detail and rich colour that is free of colour
break-up.”

SPECIFIC ADVANTAGES
FOR PROJECTION TV
• A Brighter Picture even in well-lit rooms
• “COLOUR LIKE NO OTHER”…
Natural Colours are displayed with intense vibrancy
• High Detail for spectacular HD performance
Inside of every 3LCD device is a set of three advanced
Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) panels. Each of the panels is
dedicated to a single primary colour - red, blue and
green. Each LCD panel produces a detailed monochromatic image. The three monochromatic images are then
simultaneously combined to create a single full-colour
image. This highly detailed picture is then projected onto
a screen using an energy-efficient high output lamp.
The three LCD panels are always operating while your
projection television is on. Unlike “single chip colour
wheel” technologies, you get a constant, bright image.
Recent advancements in Sony's 3LCD televisions have
also greatly improved the contrast ratio of the projected
image. Details in shadows, highlights and colours are truly
represented to provide a rich, cinematic experience.

A Powerful Lamp
Sony's UHP (Ultra-High Pressure) mercury lamp operates
efficiently across the entire visible light spectrum. It produces a high output beam at a very low rate of power
consumption. Also, the lamp that powers Sony’s BRAVIA
3LCD Rear Projection televisions is user-replaceable.
August 2005
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ALL ABOUT 3LCD

The Bright Screen
Sony's BRAVIA 3LCD Rear Projection televisions use a
specially-designed lenticular screen, which spreads the
light into a wider angle. This ensures that you'll still see a
bright and detailed image even if you're not sitting
directly in front of the screen.You get a consistently bright
image from the centre of the screen all the way to the
corners. The lenticular screen also represents highlights
and shadows more accurately in bright environments.

Three Panels for a Wider Range of Colour
Since each primary colour is created separately on its
own LCD panel, colours can be dialed in more accurately right down to the individual pixels. This allows for a
wide range of available colours. Colours are faithfully
replicated in saturated, vibrant hues, appearing as clo-
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sely as possible to how they would look when seen in the
real world with the human eye. Unlike other projection
technologies, 3LCD televisions can achieve this superior
colour reproduction without sacrificing screen brightness.

Away With the Rainbow
Another problem commonly associated with “single-chip
technology” televisions is colour break-up, or the “rainbow
effect”. This happens because the red, blue, and green
colours used to make a colour picture don't arrive on the
screen at the same time. Since 3LCD televisions and projectors create three full-time red, green and blue images
which are precisely combined and projected all at once,
there is no rainbow effect. Also, the possibility of eye strain
is reduced.
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ALL ABOUT 3LCD

HD Performance
Sony's rear and front-projection televisions offer cuttingedge HD performance. Each 3LCD television has a native
resolution of 720p and can display a High Definition 1080i
or 720p signal with amazing detail.

Advanced Image Processing
Sony's exclusive HD Image Processing technology applies
an array of digital processes to all incoming video signals.
The result is a superior picture that achieves better resolu-

tion, greater contrast, less noise, and lifelike realism.
Advanced bit processing also boosts the levels of detail
and colour gradation in the darkest areas of an image.
Any dark picture — stars in the night sky, lush vegetation,
a scene filmed in candlelight — is brought to life with true
representation of fine detail, even in the deepest colours.

Sony Makes it Clear
The pixels in Sony's advanced TFT Active Matrix LCD
panels are placed very close together to produce a
highly detailed image and to minimize the “screen door
effect” commonly associated with other LCD projectors.
Also, Sony's 3LCD projection devices process the video
sources digitally from start to finish, generating fully
refined, ultra-realistic screen images from any video source.

Connectivity
All of Sony’s 3LCD devices feature a full range of video
connection options, including an HDMI connection
(the best digital connection for HDTV and DVD players)
and component video.

KEY MESSAGE

Source: TVOE

More picture size & better quality
for the same money!!

Did You know?
50” RPTV already
out-sells 42”
ED PDP in the USA?

50”
42” PDP
86.5 cm

>>>>>>>

82.7 cm

SPECS - UP

Size-Up

• 8 inch => +41% extra
viewing area

Better picture quality @
118.5 cm

Same or lower price
with 8” more !!!

118.4 cm

Plasma VGA facts:
3 out of 4 not wall hanging (on a stand) VGA is not HD Ready.
Resolution x2 times less (only 0.4 Megapixels)
Fragile product (plasma = gas, burning effect)

• 3 x 0.9 Megapixels
• HD Ready
• Lower power
consumption
• Same foot print…

August 2005
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Tips for Retail Sales Teams

Selling Sony 40 inch LCD vs. 42 inch
XGA Plasma
Obviously the size is almost the same… price points will be
almost the same. It is important to underline the fact that
with LCD there is absolutely no burn-in effect. The LCD
screen is much lighter than a plasma TV of a similar size,
making it much easier not only to install, but also to move
around. Life expectancy is no longer really an issue, as
even if a plasma screen lasts only 30-thousand hours (and
new generation ones are reported to last longer), with
normal TV watching, this still means a number of years
before the screen fades noticeably. Depth can also be
an issue, as are power consumption and heat dissipation.

Selling-up from 28” CRT
Today, when someone wants to replace their old living
room set, often around 28”, with a new TV, on the one
hand, they may be interested by a 32”CRT set, but a 40”

Differents screen sizes
and recommended
viewing distances

LCD may also be a good solution. Why? Because in many
cases, especially in the UK, TV sets are on a stand in the
corner of the room. A CRT screen, as it’s shaped like a big
box, means the screen itself is slightly closer to the viewers
as it doesn’t really fit into the corner. The user can put a
40” LCD TV into the same position without taking up any
more space. In addition remember that an HD screen, at
the same viewing distance as a standard definition
screen, may be 50% larger.

50” RPTV against 42” VGA Plasma
For the same price as a 42” VGA plasma screen, you get
a 50” flat TV which has the same total width as a 42”
plasma with side speakers. It has the same depth and
while not being wall mountable, most people (80%) never
mount their plasma TVs on the wall anyway. The 3LCD projection TV also has a better picture quality and is HD
Ready.

HIGH DEFINITION

HD: 48" - 50 "

Increase screen Size without
increasing viewing distance.
As a rule of thumb, the minimum viewing distance of a TV is
3-5 times the width of the
screen itself. This is due to what
is known as “visual acuity”,
meaning that over this distance, the human eye can not
discern the pixels.

HD: 40 - 42"

SD

Minimum View

SD
SD

ing Distance

1.00m

1.50m

2,20m
2.50m
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With an HD screen, the pixel
pitch is much finer, meaning a
bigger screen can be placed
at the same distance as a standard definition screen with the
same viewing comfort (pixels
not discernable).
In other words, an HD screen
may be 50% larger, without
causing visual discomfort. To
the contrary, this will also add to
the “home cinema” feel of a
large flat screen. The advantages in sales turnover for retailers
is obvious!
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SONY
Mastering the Image Chain

Image Capture
The HDR-HC1 Handycam camcorder is small enough to
easily fit in one’s hand, while delivering high-definition
video and digital still images.
The new HDR-HC1 model features Sony's CMOS imaging
sensor technology, designed to deliver faster image
processing speeds for richer colours, more vivid detail,
and significantly less glare from reflected light.
HD is not only
set to change the face of
broadcasting – it is creating new opportunities in high
definition home entertainment products, including
computing, video and DVD recording and electronic
entertainment.

VIAOs – The Ultimate Link
Editing HD material becomes a child’s game, using Vaio
notebooks. New Vaio models harness the power of Intel®
Pentium® M Processors, with a performance-boosting 2MB
Level 2 cache to provide outstanding performance for AV
and gaming as well as mainstream applications. Each

Sony is supporting the new HD formats with innovations in
every one of these key product categories in order to
deliver the ultimate HD performance to all consumers.
By creating a fully compatible product range, Sony can
offer an end to end HD solution for recording, editing and
playing back pictures, music, films and online content.
Indeed, Sony, more that any other electronics company,
creates solutions covering the entire image chain, and
with the onset of High Definition, this has become all the
more important.
Many people already use their TVs to look at their digital
photos. By doing this, they only see a very “watered
down” image of the images. These same photos COME
ALIVE when viewed on a high definition screen.
By the same token, home video has well and truly entered the HD era, thanks to EASY TO USE
solutions by Sony, incorporating
stunningly simple HD consumer
camcorders
and Sony Vaio
notebooks.

machine utilises Intel Centrino® technology for
efficient power management, extended battery life and
high-speed wireless networking.
While Vaio’s are even used by
professional TV editing crews for
video post production, specific
easy to use HD editing software
makes them the perfect tool to
turn what used to be a
boring home movie into
a breathtaking visual
experience.
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Myths and Untruths to Avoid in
Selling New Technology TV’s

All LCD TV is the same
The biggest myth we have to break is that all LCD
TVs are the same because they all come from the
one panel manufacturer. Any assembler of a TV can
buy the same panel that Sony or Philips or any one
else can buy. It’s not about the panel, and it’s not
about the glass, it’s about the silicon that drives your
picture! Obviously the quality of the LCD panel IS
very important. But let’s assume that any manufacturer can get their hands on a good TFT LCD panel.
That’s not enough to make a good television.
You have to know how to drive the colours and the
pictures, and how to correct the artefacts and so
on. What’s important today is how much intellectual property goes into the TV’s picture enhancement technology. This is the “creative” part of a TV:
about creating a great picture.
LCD panels are generally all made by the same
manufacturer…
FALSE! There are several different companies manufacturing TFT-LCD panels. There are in fact FIVE main
ones: S-LCD/Samsung, LG.Philips LCD (both based
in South Korea), Sharp (Japan), and CMO and AUO
(China). In 2004, Sharp was the biggest manufacturer
of LCD TV panels, producing just over three million
units. LG.Philips LCD, CMO and Samsung each also
produced more than 2-million units. In 2005,
S-LCD/Samsung is aiming to be the number one TV
panel manufacturer, projecting more than 5.5-million
TV panels, similar to projections of LG.Philips LCD,
while Sharp will produce around 5-million, as will
CMO.AUO should produce around 3-million this year.
… Anyway, the panels are all the same … they’re
just LCD.
WRONG AGAIN! Several different techniques are
used to make TFT LCD panels. While it’s not important for you to know the intimate details of technologies such as S-PVA (i.e. Sony, Samsung…), or S-IPS
(i.e. LG.Philips LCD), it is important to know that YES,
there are quite major differences in the way different manufacturers produce their panels, and YES
this does affect things like viewing angle, contrast
ratios and response times.
Please refer to details on LCD manufacturing
processes in this Special Report and feel free to
download further information (i.e. Flat TV SMARTGuide),
free of charge from the site www.cleverdis.com.
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HDTV is not important – anyway, there’s nothing
available to watch!
Sales people that tell people this will do so for one
of two reasons:
a) They simply don’t know that many High-Definition
channels are planned for Europe for the coming
years;
b) They want to offload the standard definition TV’s
they have in stock before stocking-up with new
HD models.
In either case, they are doing buyers a disservice by
not advising to go for an HDTV. Think of it this way.
Most people buy TV’s to last around ten years.
Added to this, LCD TV’s have a life expectancy that
largely exceeds this. In a couple of years’ time,
when that buyer’s friends are buying, and watching
glorious HDTV pictures, he’ll be fuming and cursing
the salesman who sold him a standard definition TV.
Of course it will mean a second sale, as the consumer comes back to buy another TV in a couple of
years… but not a good way to gain the confidence
of customers! Also, don’t forget HD gaming!
PS3 will be High Definition!!!
All Digital TV is the Same…
NO. In fact there are 18 digital TV formats available
at the moment. Of the 18 DTV formats, six are HDTV
formats, five of which are based on progressive
scanning and one on interlaced scanning. Of the
remaining formats, eight are SDTV (four wide-screen
formats with 16:9 aspect ratios, and four conventional formats with 4:3 aspect ratios), and the remaining four are video graphics array (VGA) formats.
The formats used in HDTV are:
• 720p - 1280x720 pixels progressive
• 1080i - 1920x1080 pixels interlaced
• 1080p - 1920x1080 pixels progressive
“Interlaced” or “progressive” refers to the scanning
system. In an interlaced format, the screen shows
every odd line at one scan of the screen, and then
follows that up with the even lines in a second scan.
Since there are 25 frames shown per second, the
screen shows one half of the frame every 50th of a
second. For smaller screens, this is less noticeable. As
screens get larger, the problem with interlacing is
flicker.
Progressive scanning shows the whole picture,
every line in one showing, every sixtieth of a second.
This provides for a much smoother picture, but uses
slightly more bandwidth.
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POINT OF VIEW by Gérard Lefebvre
The Red Sun is Rising
The mission of Cleverdis is to facilitate the task of buyers and resellers of new digital
technologies and as such, our mission is to act as a market "radar", observing important
changes and movements that they should know about.

Gerard Lefebvre
President & Founder
Cleverdis

In the current turbulent flat panel display market, the world has watched in the last past
years, number of Asian brands entering the sector with wide range of products. As a result,
consumers have been confused by the plethora of choices, and advice by sales people
who are often poorly educated has not helped.
The transition from analogue devices to digital ones has provided some players unique
opportunities to enter the leaders’ team and the convergence of digital products and
services is providing new opportunities again; but what people often forget is that products
and services from long time established brands like Sony also benefit from these new
technologies and that these companies benefit additionally from deeply rooted brand
recognition and a kind of “common culture” between them and the consumers.
The internet bubble reminded everyone that it was finally companies with “deep roots”
and history that were able to take maximum benefit from the explosion of new technologies. We believe that the longer term benefit from the current upheaval in the TV sector will
also go to those companies with solid backgrounds and affinity in the market. The others
are forced to firstly create a true “story” between themselves and the consumers as to the
benefits they bring to their lives.
It goes without saying today that Sony is a true household name, but much of Sony's rise to
prominence came not only from its ongoing brilliance in engineering innovation, but more
importantly, thanks to its Zen-like ability to shrug off adversity and to stick to its overall plans,
learning lessons from the market and changing course accordingly. Their success brings to
the fore certain management principles including a savoir faire in terms of patience,
without slipping into immobility. Sony has a remarkable ability to adopt new technologies,
quickly using them in their own products, turning the emphasis to the creation of sleek,
attractive designs that win over consumers despite the availability of cheaper alternatives.
Of course one of the main stalwarts of Sony is its brand loyalty. The company's desire to
provide the "whole experience" is what gives the extra boost and what really makes Sony
different.
Today, consumers have come to rely on the Sony brand for innovative products that are
not only easy to use and reliable, but that are "cool", with aesthetic, innovative and modern
designs. And today, by providing the total HD solution, Sony can increase sales as well as let
customers know that they're a one-stop shop for all their HDTV needs.
We strongly believe that the launch of the S-LCD joint venture and the new marketing
thrust of Sony in the TV sector will see the company regain a greatly expanded market
share, and this, all the more so, if the market is educated correctly. We hope this Special
report will assist in this.
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